ENSI is honoured to nominate

Dr. Guenther Pfaffenwimmer

For SENIOR ADVISOR of ENSI

- Dr. Guenther Pfaffenwimmer facilitated ENSIs developments and contributed significantly to ENSI’s impact over three decades. He was ENSI president from 2004 to 2008, and he served in the ENSI board for almost the full life span of the network.

- Dr. Guenther Pfaffenwimmer was involved in all large ENSI projects in various roles. He was project leader of the successful project SEED. Together with his staff he effectuated several large conferences, supported each ENSI project group and was hosting uncounted ENSI meetings and initiatives.

- Dr. Guenther Pfaffenwimmer was ENSI’s ambassador in many international organisations and expert groups.

- The high interest and wide experience of Dr. Pfaffenwimmer was supporting ENSI and provided a stabile working environment. His passion for ENSI and his visions for the network inspired several generations of ENSI members.

ENSI would like to express its appreciation and delight in welcoming Dr. Guenther Pfaffenwimmer in the role of a Senior Advisor in the network.

Vienna, 08. September 2017

Machtelijn Brummel ENSI President

Christine Affolter, Head of Secretariat